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AT A GLANCE

For the consumers that use it and the companies that build it, the connected world 
offers immeasurable potential. Yet realizing that promise isn’t a given. Networks 
and applications need both to work reliably and to offer the experiences that users 
want most. This requires key players—including telecom operators, software 
developers, and device manufacturers—to possess a deep understanding of how 
consumers use networks and what most affects their satisfaction.

Usage Patterns Vary Across Customer Segments, Carriers, and Plans
Usage varies appreciably by income, employment status, data plan, and even gen- 
der. Males in the low-customer-lifetime-value segment, for instance, are the heaviest 
data users while also less likely than other segments to use Wi-Fi, delivering a 
double whammy to networks and profitability. Also, telcos most actively facilitating 
Wi-Fi access are doing the best job of offloading traffic from their cellular networks.

High Speed Has a Limited Impact on Satisfaction
Contrary to conventional wisdom, lightning speed is not required for satisfactory 
experiences using smartphones. Even for video, readily available network speeds 
prove sufficient. So instead of continually stepping on the gas, telcos should invest 
in speed increases only when—and to the level—usage warrants.  
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How can networks 
and applications  
be optimized to 
provide not only a 
smooth and seamless  
experience but also 
the experience that 
customers want 
most?

No crystal ball is needed to know that mobile data traffic—already burgeon-
ing—is set to explode. Smartphones, streaming video, and connected devices 

(even vehicles) aren’t just whetting consumers’ appetite for data. They are stimulat-
ing a voracious hunger. Expert corroboration is in ample supply: the networking 
giant Cisco, for example, estimates that mobile data traffic will increase at a 
compound annual growth rate of 52% from 2014 through 2019.

For the companies that are building the connected world, the big concern—and in-
creasingly, the big challenge—is what to do about this coming demand. How can 
networks and applications be optimized to provide not only a smooth and seamless 
experience but also the experience that customers want most? And how can this be 
done without incurring huge costs for either customer or provider?

Telecom operators, in particular, will need to face this challenge, as well as a hard 
truth about their traditional approach to network optimization. One-size-fits-all up-
grades rolled out on a national scale simply won’t be sustainable. To meet even the 
most conservative growth projections, telcos will need costly new infrastructure (re-
sulting in higher prices for customers) or resources, such as additional spectrum, 
that are hard to obtain. In many cases, they’ll need both.

This dilemma has been on the horizon for a while now, and ideas for addressing  
it have been floated before. (See “How Telecoms Can Manage the Mobile Data Ex-
plosion,” BCG article, May 2012.) But with technological improvements, such as 
LTE, that can squeeze greater efficiencies out of existing infrastructure, most telcos 
haven’t had to worry about it. The coming demand, however, will outpace these rel-
atively low-cost efficiency boosts.

If telcos don’t discover more efficient, more effective ways to optimize their net-
works, they’ll be in jeopardy of losing customers and profits. App developers, con-
tent providers, and hardware manufacturers will be at risk, too, if the experience 
and the appeal of the connected world should diminish.

Yet if the problem affects everyone, so, too, can the solution. By leveraging a deep 
understanding of how customers actually use networks and what drives their satis-
faction, telcos and other stakeholders can focus their optimization efforts and their 
investments where they have the most impact: on both the customer experience 
and their own bottom line.

There’s just one hitch. Most companies lack that deep understanding.
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Although it is clear that different customers use networks in different ways, the spe-
cifics are largely unknown. Telcos, for example, typically don’t have a detailed pic-
ture of how usage patterns differ among customer segments. Nor do they know for 
certain what drives customer satisfaction. Most telcos work under the assumption 
that the key to keeping customers happy is to continually ratchet up speed. It’s a 
notion that makes sense, considering the growing popularity of video and other  
data-intensive apps. But is it really the case—particularly for smaller mobile devic-
es such as smartphones, whose users generally aren’t streaming super-high- 
resolution content such as 4K video?

Working with key stakeholders around the world, The Boston Consulting Group has 
unveiled some important—and even surprising—insights about usage, satisfaction, 
and long-held assumptions. A project with a telco in Eastern Europe, for example, 
revealed that reliable voice performance, a seemingly old-school factor, still plays a 
key role in customer satisfaction and churn. Another project, in Western Europe, 
showed that mobile-network users consider good service more important in certain 
locations—for example, train stations—than in others. 

Such findings have helped these telcos substantially redirect their network invest-
ments to achieve better returns. In a more recent study that captured detailed us-
age information from 1,500 volunteers as they—and their smartphones—went 
about their lives, we were able not only to see how usage differs across segments 
but also to quantify the differences. And by polling participants about their experi-
ences—not, like traditional surveys, long after the fact but almost immediately  
afterwards—we were able to gain a better understanding of what really influ- 
ences satisfaction. (See the sidebar “Unveiling the Truth Behind Usage and Satis- 
faction.”)

The vast cache of data we collected—on both usage and the experience—led to in-
sights, presented below, that can help telcos target and tailor network investments, 
keeping capital expenditures in check or even reducing them. Indeed, we estimate 
that annual capex savings of more than 10% are possible. These same insights can 
also help app developers, content providers, and device manufacturers make better 
decisions about how to optimize their offerings.

In all cases, the payoff of this deep understanding of consumer behavior and prefer-
ences is a true win-win deal: customers enjoy a better experience, and providers 
can invest less and realize better returns.

How Does Usage Differ Across Customer Segments?
All customers are not equal in the way they use networks. Telcos know this in a 
general sense, just as they know, generally, that much mobile usage takes place over 
Wi-Fi rather than cellular networks. 

Still, understanding the specifics of usage can be extremely beneficial. Not only can 
it help telcos target their upgrades—aligning the level of investment for a location 
or a customer segment with potential returns—but it can also help identify factors 
that encourage or discourage Wi-Fi offloading.

The data we collected 
led to insights that 

can help telcos target 
and tailor network 

investments, keeping 
capital expenditures 

in check or even 
reducing them.
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Moving more data off cellular networks and onto Wi-Fi is crucial in a world  
where data usage keeps growing and networks are becoming congested. And it is 
especially important in countries with limited spectrum, where investments in ca-
pacity can be particularly expensive. Wi-Fi offloading can help operators meet  
the data challenge while reducing their capex burden and, in doing so, give them  
an edge over competitors that are struggling to meet cellular-heavy demand or  
that are meeting demand by making oversize investments and charging higher  
prices.

What can companies do to gain a 
better understanding of how their 
customers use data and what factors 
are important to them? Our approach 
was to go directly to the source: the 
customers themselves.

With a proprietary app installed on 
study participants’ phones, we were 
able to capture a wealth of detail, 
including which apps participants 
were using, when and over what type 
of network they used them, and how 
much latency and throughput they 
were experiencing. Meanwhile, by 
conducting in-the-moment surveys 
that popped up on participants’ 
screens almost immediately after 
usage sessions, we were able to 
discover how participants felt about 
each experience. Matching their 
responses to actual network perfor-
mance let us zero in on the true 
drivers of satisfaction.

The 1,500 people who took part in the 
study—customers of all major U.S. 
cellular carriers—represented the full 
spectrum of age groups and income 
levels. Over the course of the project, 
we collected some 100 gigabytes of 
data about their usage. And because 
we captured the information on 
individual customers, we were able to 
segment them and their usage 

patterns and analyze the data on an 
extremely granular level—even, if so 
desired, by employment status and 
credit score. 

We collected approximately 300,000 
customer-satisfaction surveys. These 
pop-up questionnaires allowed 
participants not only to rate the 
experience (on a scale of 1 to 5) but 
also to tell us what factors—such as 
excessive pauses in a video, poor 
quality in video display, or lengthy 
waits for maps to load—may have 
hindered its success. Through the 
surveys, we asked participants how 
satisfied they were with network 
speed and how it compared with their 
expectations. To measure actual 
speed, we used 30-second sampling 
windows while an app was running, 
recording the amount of data being 
used each second and calculating an 
average.

In the end, what we had wasn’t an 
idea of how customers were using 
applications and the network. Rather, 
we had a clear picture of that usage. 
For the companies that build those 
applications and networks, this 
picture provides a crucial first step for 
improving their offerings, giving 
customers what they want and giving 
themselves a competitive edge.

UNVEILING THE TRUTH BEHIND USAGE AND 
SATISFACTION
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A key benefit of our research methodology is that it allows us to explore usage from 
a multitude of perspectives. We can see not just who users are but also what types 
of plans they are on and even which carriers they are using. Indeed, by looking at 
customers of a broad spectrum of carriers, we were also able to see how specific tel-
co strategies might be affecting usage. The idea is to home in on as many usage- 
influencing factors as possible. Improved understanding of these factors will allow 
telcos to make better decisions about critical investments.

Our proprietary database of customers can be segmented in a wide variety of ways 
on the basis of a broad array of demographics and traits, but for this report, we divid-
ed participants into three main groups on the basis of customer lifetime value (CLV):

 • Low-CLV Segment. Because these mobile subscribers generally have low incomes 
or are very price sensitive (or both), this segment exhibits the highest churn rates.

 • Midlevel-CLV Segment. These customers are more loyal, with medium churn rates, 
but for the most part, they have low to moderate incomes and don’t spend 
much on mobile service.

 • High-CLV segment. This segment comprises the most attractive customers for any 
telco. They generally have the lowest churn rates, and because they have the 
most disposable income, they spend the most on service.

Overall, we saw that usage, in terms of both data volume and the network (cellular 
or Wi-Fi) used, varies appreciably by income, employment status, data plan, and 
even gender. Subscribers who identified themselves as retired, for example, are on 
cellular networks for about 60% of their data usage, far above the average 25% 
across all study participants. The distinct usage patterns we saw across customer 
segments, carriers, and plans led to some interesting insights and implications. 

The least profitable customers are, in many cases, the most costly to serve. Low-CLV 
males are, by a significant margin, the heaviest data users. In fact, they use about 1.3 
times the total data of high-CLV males and 1.5 times the cellular data. (See Exhibit 
1.) This higher overall usage, combined with a greater tendency to use cellular, can 
make this segment more expensive to serve. At the same time, customers in this 
group tend to be among a telco’s least profitable. Perpetually seeking value, they 
demonstrate higher churn and lower CLV than customers in other segments.

By contrast, the high-CLV group is not only more lucrative but also less taxing on 
cellular networks. These customers use less data overall, and when they do use it, 
they are more likely to do so over Wi-Fi. Customers in this segment are generally 
satisfied with their wireless experience and have a low propensity to seek alterna-
tives. This is the segment telcos need to pursue, as it is responsible for generating 
the lion’s share of profits. But the investments needed to satisfy customers in this 
segment are, in many cases, different from the investments telcos actually make.

Our research demonstrates that the equation needs to change and that steering in-
vestments to serve the high-CLV segment—in practice, by targeting the regions 
where these customers are concentrated—is the smart play. These customers use 

By looking at  
customers of a broad 
spectrum of carriers, 
we were also able to 

see how specific telco 
strategies might be 

affecting usage.
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less data overall and are more likely to offload to Wi-Fi, so the typical investment 
strategy of increasing speed as a matter of course is likely to have a limited benefit. 
Other types of investments may prove more beneficial for this segment—and more 
profitable for the telcos, which should prioritize these high-CLV-specific strategies.

But for all stakeholders in the connected world, the usage patterns we saw raise an 
important question: Why, exactly, are customers in the high-CLV segment more apt 
to use Wi-Fi? The likely reason is that this high-income group simply has more ac-
cess to Wi-Fi, both at home and at work, than low-CLV customers. Telcos might, 
therefore, want to think about what they can do to facilitate Wi-Fi offloading for 
their less profitable customers, in effect, making them a bit less less profitable. One 
possibility is to facilitate Wi-Fi access at nomadic locations (such as coffee shops 
and restaurants where customers generally stay for a while) by deploying Wi-Fi hot 
spots at these sites or by partnering with third-party hot-spot providers. Some U.S. 
carriers already include the use of such hot spots in their mobile plans.

Device manufacturers, meanwhile, can differentiate their hardware by building in 
the ability to connect automatically or to prompt users to connect to Wi-Fi when it 
is available. Similarly, by understanding usage patterns, companies that operate no-
madic locations can determine whether there is a business case for offering Wi-Fi 
or better gauge how to use its availability to attract customers.

WEEKLY CELLULAR

796

760

785

533

LOW-CLV SEGMENT MIDLEVEL-CLV SEGMENT HIGH-CLV SEGMENT

average: 799

WEEKLY TOTAL
average: 3,873

average: 3,074
WEEKLY WI-FIWEEKLY CELLULAR

3,634

2,984

2,655
3,291

3,021

2,860

High churn rate

Low income and/or price sensitivity

Medium churn rate

Low to moderate income

Low churn rate

High income

783

1,163

Average weekly Wi-Fi and cellular data usage (MB)

Source: BCG proprietary study and mobile app.
Note: MB = megabytes; CLV = customer lifetime value.

Exhibit 1 | Data Usage Varies Significantly by Customer Segment, Gender, and Type of Network
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Unlimited plans do not increase usage; they shift usage to cellular. Linking usage 
data with the type of plan the customer is on let us address an oft-asked—and oft- 
debated—question: Do subscribers on unlimited plans actually use more data than 
those on capped plans? The answer, we found, is no. Overall usage is roughly the 
same. What unlimited plans do appear to do, however, is steer more—significantly 
more—of that usage to the cellular network. In fact, we found that customers on 
unlimited plans use twice as much cellular data as customers on limited plans.

For many telcos, this finding will be particularly noteworthy and perhaps serve as a 
call to action. Most unlimited plans do not provide the ability to adequately mone-
tize the increased cellular-data usage. (In some countries, though, a throttling-with- 
upselling strategy has been used to provide monetization.) Indeed, most such plans 
have the effect of enabling data abusers. For telcos with a significant base of cus-
tomers on unlimited plans, the shifting of traffic from Wi-Fi to cellular will continue 
to drive an unnecessarily higher cost-to-serve model—one that puts them at a dis-
advantage relative to telcos with capped data plans. (However, we acknowledge 
that unlimited plans may provide one of the few attractive marketing differentia-
tors for carriers with lower-quality networks.)

Optimizing for offloading pays off. The usage data also shows that carriers that 
facilitate Wi-Fi offloading reap the rewards of their efforts. These operators are 
seeing a lower percentage of their customers’ total data traffic on the cellular 
network. Indeed, the U.S. operator that has arguably been the most proactive on 
the offloading front (converting its in-home Wi-Fi routers into hot spots that can be 
used by any subscriber within range), fared particularly well, with more than 80% 
of its traffic offloaded to Wi-Fi. It even managed to buck the trend and see a similar 
level of offloading among unlimited and capped customers. Conversely, we saw that 
telcos that have lagged behind in their offloading optimization see the highest 
percentages of use on cellular. They would do well to redouble their efforts.

How Do Customers Use Apps, and How Do Apps Use the 
Network?
Another noteworthy finding: some apps give a lot more than they take. The usage 
data shows, quite clearly, that the apps customers value most aren’t necessarily those 
that account for the most data volume or usage time. (See Exhibit 2.) Combined, mes-
saging, browsing the Web, e-mail, and mapping—the four most important apps as 
ranked by users in a survey commissioned by BCG—account for just 10% to 15% of 
total data usage. (See the appendix for an overview of how all app types use data.)

By contrast, social networks, which ranked fifth in importance, account for a full 
quarter of total data usage. This is due in no small part to the increasing amount of 
video—largely short-duration clips—embedded in these services. For developers, it 
is important to understand how apps, which are becoming increasingly video inten-
sive, are being used. This knowledge could help them identify and manage potential 
roadblocks, such as delays in starting video. The effect on user satisfaction of such 
delays can be far more significant for short clips than for the full-length content 
streamed by services such as Netflix and Amazon Video, because users experience 
delays repeatedly as they try to watch multiple videos in a relatively short time span.

Do subscribers  
on unlimited plans 
actually use more 

data than those  
on capped plans?  

The answer,  
we found, is no.
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App usage varies by customer segment, as well. Low-CLV males, for example, are 
the biggest users of video. Indeed, their extensive use of video data—1.5 to 2.0 
times that of other segments—helps explain why they are the heaviest data users 
overall.

But perhaps the most surprising finding of our research is related to the speed  
apps require. Particularly when it comes to video, the conventional wisdom, and 
the focus of many a telco marketing campaign, is that speed is everything. Video 
data, the thinking goes, needs to move quickly over the network in order to avoid 
pauses and buffering. And operators are certainly putting their capex where their 
mouths are. According to Cisco, the average mobile-network connection speed, glob-
ally, is expected to more than double from 2014 through 2019, from 1.7 megabits 
per second (Mbps) to nearly 4 Mbps. (The speeds will vary widely across regions. 
North America, for example, is expected to see an increase from less than 3 Mbps 
to more than 6 Mbps during that period.)

However, our study demonstrated that on smartphones, even video apps don’t  
require lightning speed or anything close to it. (See Exhibit 3.) In nearly half the 
cases of participants viewing video over a cellular network, the speed utilized  
was below 1 Mbps—a level that is easily attainable on most modern mobile  
networks.  Other types of applications that are commonly thought to require  
high speed—such as games, audio, and social networks—operated at even lower 
speeds. 

MESSAGING

CUSTOMERS RATING AS IMPORTANT (%)

VOICE
OVER IP VIDEO

BROWSING
THE WEB E-MAIL NEWS AUDIO

SOCIAL
NETWORKS

MENWOMEN MENWOMEN MENWOMEN
300 MB
PER WEEK

92

XX

12

LOW-CLV SEGMENT MIDLEVEL-CLV SEGMENT HIGH-CLV SEGMENT

Average weekly Wi-Fi and cellular data usage 

35

12
18

46

8888

Source: BCG proprietary study and mobile app.
Note: MB = megabytes; CLV = customer lifetime value.

Exhibit 2 | Some of the Most Important Apps Are the Least Taxing on the Network
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Thus, purely from the perspective of what apps require, today’s readily available 
mobile-network speeds are sufficient and, in many cases, far more than sufficient. 
This is a point that a few telecom operators seem to have realized—and are starting 
to use to their advantage. Consider the experience of one U.S. carrier, which recent-
ly introduced an option that gives customers unlimited video at standard definition 
(SD).  While SD resolution might be suboptimal in the living room, it tends to work 
well on relatively small smartphone screens. Publicly available analyses put the 
speed customers are seeing at a less-than-blistering 1.5 Mbps, but they also indicate 
that while users are consuming less video data than before, they are also spending 
more time watching video. In essence, the operator has been able to increase cus-
tomer engagement even as it reduces network load. Significantly, its approach sug-
gests that telcos may be able to step back from the speed race while keeping cus-
tomers happy—and coming.

This raises an important point that telcos need to consider: What does the custom-
er require? Even if high speeds aren’t needed by apps, do they nonetheless increase 
user satisfaction? And if they don’t, is there something else that does? This was the 
focus of the third prong of our research.

What Propels Customer Satisfaction?
The data we captured from participants’ devices let us measure not only speed but 
also latency. (See the sidebar “The Lowdown on Latency.”) We recorded these met-
rics throughout usage sessions, asked participants about their experience, and 

APP TYPE
CUSTOMERS RATING
AS IMPORTANT (%)

CELLULAR WI-FI

OBSERVED SPEED OBSERVED SPEED

MORE THAN 2.5 Mbps

9

2,467

307

194

138

539

269

481

75

230

841

105

63

119

66

20

3,092

577

243

384

1,064

330

871

123

288

1,412

179

43

203

101

88

88

72

46

37

35

18

13

12

12

12

12

4

0

92

AVERAGE OBSERVED
SPEED (Kbps)

AVERAGE OBSERVED
SPEED (Kbps)

Messaging
Web browsing
E-mail
Mapping
Social networks
Finance
News and sports
Audio
Games
Shopping
App store
Voice over IP
Video
Health
Other

1 Mbps to 1.5 MbpsLESS THAN 500 Kbps 500 Kbps to 1 Mbps 1.5 Mbps to 2.5 Mbps

Source: BCG proprietary study and mobile app.
Note: Kbps = kilobits per second; Mbps = megabits per second.

Exhibit 3 | Contrary to Popular Belief—and Telco Marketing—Video Doesn’t Require  
Lightning-Fast Data Speed on Smartphones
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linked users’ responses to actual network performance. Thus, we were able to zero 
in on what truly drives the customer experience.

 • Speed has a limited impact on satisfaction. Put simply, telcos have overrated the 
role that speed plays in customer satisfaction. For video, we saw that once speeds 
reach 1.5 Mbps, further increases have little or no impact on users’ perception of 
performance. (See Exhibit 4.) Even at relatively slow speeds, smartphone users 
are generally happy with the experience. We found, for instance, that at speeds 

Latency. Speed. Bandwidth. To many 
of us, it’s all a muddle. But under-
standing how these concepts differ 
and how they interact is essential for 
consumers and businesses alike.

Part of the confusion stems from the 
tendency of providers to promote their 
“high-speed” networks and the 20-, 
50-, or even 100-Mbps connections 
they offer their customers. It turns out 
that what they are really describing is 
capacity: the amount of data that can 
move through the connection, or 
“pipe,” in a given amount of time. The 
idea is simple: the higher the Mbps 
number, the wider the pipe, the more 
data flows in parallel. 

But there is also the length of the 
pipe—the distance the data must 
travel—to consider. No matter how 
fast the connection, there is always 
some delay, because all data is 
coming from somewhere. This 
delay—the time required to travel 
from one location to another—is 
latency.

To some degree, latency is beyond our 
control. Data can’t move faster than 
the speed of light. But other factors 
that contribute to latency—such as 
network congestion and the locations 
of the servers users are trying to 
access—can be addressed and 

managed, in many cases, without 
huge capital outlays. Data can be 
positioned closer to users through, for 
example, a content delivery network. 
And certain users can be prioritized 
or deprioritized, depending on how 
they are using the network. (It is 
possible, for instance, to throttle, or 
lower, the data transfer rate for users 
downloading dozens of high-definition 
videos during peak-usage hours.) 
Furthermore, technology can be used 
to address latency. Switching from 3G 
to 4G standards, for instance, can 
help cellular providers reduce delays.

Both latency and bandwidth can affect 
a user’s experience, but not always in 
the same way. Consumers viewing 
long-form videos, for example, may 
experience an initial delay as the first 
bits of data travel from the server to 
their devices, but once the stream 
reaches users, the experience should 
be smooth. Users browsing the Web, 
on the other hand, turn the pipe on 
and off as they visit different websites 
and pages. Every turn of the valve 
means another delay as new data, 
from a new location, starts its journey. 
If latency is high, those delays add up, 
and even on a so-called high-speed 
network, things may seem slow. 
Although a 100-Mbps connection is 
great, low latency is something both 
users and providers should care about.

THE LOWDOWN ON LATENCY
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ranging from 500 kilobits per second (Kbps) to 1 Mbps, 83% of users are satisfied 
with video performance. For other types of apps, speed has even less impact. 
Web browsing sees only marginal increases in satisfaction at speeds faster than 
500 Kbps, and for social networks, satisfaction levels are relatively constant at all 
speeds. The telcos’ race for speed may, in fact, be a largely unnecessary endeavor 
that breaks the cardinal rule of focused investment: spend where the spending 
counts most.

 • Latency does have an impact on satisfaction, and that impact is significant. Across 
all usage on cellular networks, we found that latency does appear to influence 
satisfaction. For video, 72% of users reported that they are satisfied when 
latency measures between 75 and 100 milliseconds. Yet when latency drops to 
just 25 or 50 milliseconds, satisfaction jumps to 83%. Although the correlation 
varies from app to app, satisfaction generally increases as latency decreases. 
Cellular carriers should, therefore, consider intensifying their efforts to reduce 
network congestion. At the same time, they need to educate consumers on why 
latency—a concept that is generally far less understood than speed—matters. 
Each carrier needs to demonstrate that it is doing a better job on this front than 
its competitors. The promotional brochures may not be as eye-catching as those 
that focus on speed, but the payoff could be much greater.

For cellular network providers, insights on usage patterns and satisfaction 
drivers can help steer optimization efforts in more focused and, ultimately, more 

0% TO 2% 2% TO 5%

0.5K 2.5K1.0K 1.5K

CHANGE IN SATISFACTION
AS SPEED INCREASES

150 125 100 75 50 0

0

CHANGE IN SATISFACTION
AS LATENCY DECLINES

(milliseconds)

150 125 100 75 50 0

0 0 0 0 0

150 125 100 75 50 0 150 125 100 75 50 0 150 125 100 75 50 0 150 125 100 75 50 0

0.5K 1.0K 2.5K1.5K 0.5K 1.0K 2.5K1.5K 0.5K 1.0K 2.5K1.5K 0.5K 1.0K 2.5K1.5K 0.5K 1.0K 2.5K1.5K

(Kbps)

Source: BCG proprietary study and mobile app.
Note: Kbps = kilobits per second. Latency is the amount of time (measured in milliseconds) it takes data to get from its source to its destination. It 
is the delay users experience while waiting for a video stream to start, for example.

Exhibit 4 | Increasing Speed Has a Limited Impact on Customer Satisfaction, but Reducing 
Latency Can Make a Difference
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effective ways. Upgrades targeted to regions with concentrations of high-CLV custom-
ers will require far smaller investments than wide-scale deployments but will gener-
ate disproportionately impressive returns. 

Efforts to boost Wi-Fi offloading, already seen to bring real benefits to telcos, can 
dramatically reduce cellular capacity requirements (and the investments they re-
quire). And contrary to conventional wisdom but in line with real data, steps that 
reduce latency (for example, designing networks with less reliance on microwave 
daisy chains and fewer layers in the architecture) bring a bigger payoff than high-
priced efforts to increase speed.

Meanwhile, app developers can improve the customer experience by optimizing on 
the basis of usage patterns. Social-network apps, for example, can be designed to 
better account for network congestion and to reduce the latency that is particularly 
problematic for the short-form video prevalent on these services. Content providers, 
especially those that serve up data-intensive games and videos, can improve both 
their own performance and customer satisfaction by reducing latency, perhaps uti-
lizing content delivery networks to bring data closer to customers and shorten the 
path from source to destination. Already, major content services are pursuing this 
strategy. Netflix has even built its own content-delivery network, no longer relying 
on third parties for so vital a tool. 

For their part, device manufacturers can help ensure a robust experience and re-
duce strain on cellular networks by configuring their hardware to provide a seam-
less handoff to Wi-Fi. Understanding true usage patterns and satisfaction factors 
can also help them identify opportunities for working with telcos and developers to 
address and beat back the challenges that threaten the growth and the full enjoy-
ment of the connected world.

These insights and the results they can lead to are just the beginning. Usage, we’ve 
seen, can vary in different ways demographically and regionally. Many factors—in-
cluding, age, income level, employment status, location, carrier, and plan—affect 
the way customers use data and networks. Stakeholders at all points in the value 
chain now have the capability to drill down to these individual factors and see with 
increasing clarity and specificity how customers actually use networks and what is 
important to them. With this information, companies can build better networks, ap-
plications, and services, boosting the customer’s experience, as well as their own.

Note
This report was originally published in November 2015. This version revises labeling for observed 
speeds. It has also been updated to reflect subsequent developments in the telecom market.

Contrary to  
conventional wisdom 
but in line with real 
data, steps that 
reduce latency bring  
a bigger payoff than 
high-priced efforts to 
increase speed.
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Appendix

Not all apps use networks equally, and indeed some of the apps that users value 
most actually account for a surprisingly small amount of total data usage. The chart 
below breaks out, by customer segment, the average weekly Wi-Fi and cellular us-
age for a broad array of mobile apps.

LOW-CLV
SEGMENT

MIDLEVEL-CLV
SEGMENT

HIGH-CLV
SEGMENT

Messaging
Web browsing
E-mail
Mapping
Social networks
Finance
News and sports
Audio
Games
Shopping
App store
Voice over IP
Video
Health
Other

88

88

72

46

37

35

18

13

12

12

12

12

4

0

92

APP TYPE
CUSTOMERS RATING
AS IMPORTANT (%) WOMEN MEN WOMEN MEN WOMEN

1456

2

11

206

26

295

58

14

129

58

331

38

685

2

456

1268

3

42

285

27

520

41

21

147

36

422

27

1340

1

593

935

1

17

78

22

446

58

8

150

53

297

9

758

1

355

1059

3

27

156

23

843

114

24

117

64

288

13

866

3

487

1012

1

16

165

24

324

42

19

85

70

308

28

1128

2

583

603

3

55

452

14

345

53

21

174

51

345

50

924

2

526

MEN

Average weekly Wi-Fi and cellular  data usage (MB)

Source: BCG proprietary study and mobile app.
Note: MB = megabytes; CLV = customer lifetime value.
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